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About This Game

Help Piggy Princess escape from prison!. Use physics and objects of each scenario to solve puzzles and release Princess. She
loves to eat beans, so with help from their flatulences she will can fly and escape each game level.

A fun game that combines the ability to solve physics puzzles to reach the exit of each stage along with the ability to launch the
Princess across the scenery. Intelligently uses the objects in each scenery to pass each level.

Enjoy beatiful graphics playing more than 50 amazing levels.
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What a very interesting concept for a game. Like everyone else on here has been saying this is more of a piece of digital art than
it is a game, and what a masterpiece it really is. For some people I'm sure that this game really hits a special place inside of us, I
have been to Russia twice, both times were in winter and in total I've only spent a month and a half of my life in the country in
Moscow, and in Ufa, but it doesn't matter what you're in, you will see the Soviet blocks. The apartment is 100% accurate, the
bread on the table and the tea cup just adding so much to the actual feel of being in Russia. The warm pipes on the bathroom
walls, the hallway, the coat area. The trash in the stairway. Even the grocery store and salon. It was only missing three things,
first, the pharmacy (apteka), they are absolutely everywhere from what I could tell, of course I might have missed it in the
game. Second, the graffiti, which Russia is just like every where else on Earth and has cleaner areas and dirtier areas but from
what I saw there isn't any old Soviet block apartment that doesn't have graffiti in the stair ways, but I'm sure some of the more
remote cities there (Siberia) have old Soviet block apartments that are free of graffiti. And lastly, the people, both in Moscow
and Ufa it did not matter what time of day that it was if you looked out the window you could always find someone out walking
around, but again this seems to be set in a smaller and more remote city which I'm sure in those places there aren't people
walking around at every hour of the day. For anyone who wants to know what Russia is like in the winter, especially during a
winter storm this about as accurate as it gets without actually going yourself. All in all this is a wonderful piece of art and the
developers should be proud.. This game is a cute little excuse to spend that spare buck burning a hole in your Steam wallet. It's
short, it's a little tropey, it recycles music and interface from the creators' previous games, but it's just something short and
sweet to kill an hour on if you don't wanna do anything else before you need to go somewhere.. Nice art, writing is good, fun..
what used to be a decent game is now COMPLETE GARBAGE since EA refuses to fix their games or include years old DLC in
the deluxe edition-forget mass effect and EA they have been and always will be UTTER TRASH!. Easily one of the the better
Choice games. I was slow to get into it and not very impressed at first but here I am, having finished the game three times and
still feeling like there is a ton of unexplored content. Well worth it's humble price.. I loved the other developer's games, although
the repetitiveness of tasks can be tedious. However this anniversary update is terrible. I bought this in April 2019 & it says
expect updates in Feb 2019. It also says "Close your eyes" in this version is unfinished and all but the incredibly repetitive and
difficult Girl Graveyard game are available, the rest of the content says "coming soon".
So not sure how this can be recommended or get good reviews from what I've experienced.
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Cute. Simple enough for kids to figure out, but fun for all ages, at least I think so. I am partial to cute games. They're nice when
you just need to sit back and escape.. So... I just finished the game. Let's get to positive and negative parts of this game.

Positive:
- Ending. I guess it is the best part of the game. I don't want to spoil you this part, so all I can tell you... I really feel myself
Manipulated, and that is awesome :)
- Puzzles. Some of them easy, but most of them are really good and interesting. Almost all of them are unique. And there are a
lot of them, that is good. I like it.

Between Positive and Negative:
- Action. I guess this part would be completely Positive if bosses fight would be more epic. But still it's not bad.

Negative:
- Around 3hr and I done with this game. I want more :)

So I would recommend this game everyone who like puzzles and unpredictable endings. You guys can't miss this game. If you
hate puzzles and you just want to shoot robots I guess this game not for you.. I bought this for my 6 year old daughter. She really
enjoys the fact that this game was made by someone her age. Keep up the good work, Penny!. I love this community.. Pretty
good little board game. Anyone who has ever played Monopoly would pick up how to play basically right off the bat. There are
a couple added features that make this a tweaked variation of the aforementioned game. There was a decent number of lobbies
to join in multiplayer as well. Only real suggestion would be the added option to kick players if they are too slow on their turns.
All in all, good party game to play with your friends. And if you have no friends, you can still join other peoples' lobbies.. This
is is Great, I've been looking for something different and I've found it in Empires Of Creation. it take some time getting used to,
but it's so much fun when you figure it out..
10 метеоритов из ∞ . Fun so far, and appropriately priced!
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